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Abstract

The International Data Centre of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization relies on automatic data processing as the first step in identifying seismic events from seismic waveform data. However, more than half of the automatically identified seismic events are eliminated by IDC analysts. Here, an IDC dataset is analyzed to determine if the number of automatically generated false positives could be reduced. Data that could be used to distinguish false positives from analyst-accepted seismic events includes the number of stations, the number of phases, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the pick error. An empirical method is devised to determine whether an automatically identified seismic event is acceptable, and the method is found to identify a significant number of the false positives in IDC data. This work could help reduce seismic analyst workload and could help improve the calibration of seismic monitoring stations. This work could also be extended to address identification of seismic events missed by automatic processing.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An analysis is performed on seismic-event data processed in October 2002 by the International Data Centre (IDC) of the Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization. One purpose of the analysis is to determine if there are characteristics of the data that could be utilized to understand and improve automatic seismic-event processing. Another purpose is to determine whether improved station calibration could improve the automatic processing. It is hoped that knowledge gained by this effort could also be applicable to similar automatic processing systems.

Initial examination of the data shows that there are 264,676 arrivals during the interval from 2 October to 27 October (when all of the analyzed IDC data tables overlap). Automatic event processing uses 27,779 of these arrivals (11%) to generate 3758 origin hypotheses. Of these automatic origin hypotheses, 2052 (55%) do not survive analyst review, while 1706 (45%) are considered good. In addition, analysts build another 240 origins (12%) that the automatic processing missed. Thus, over the 26-day interval, a total of 1946 analyst-reviewed origins are recorded (an average of 3 per hour) using 22,350 arrivals (8% of the total number of arrivals).

To further investigate the data, the automatically generated origins and the analyst-reviewed origins are divided into five populations: (1) good automatic origins (automatically generated origins that ultimately survive analyst review); (2) isolated false origins; (3) confounded false origins (a false origin with at least one arrival later found in an analyst-built origin); (4) new analyst-built origins; (5) analyst-rebuilt origins (origins built using one or more arrivals from false origins). In this preliminary work, we concentrate on the differences between isolated false origins and good automatic origins, and the differences between analyst-built new origins and good automatic origins. With the assumption that the populations are independent, cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) are created for the mean, median, standard deviation, and sum of data entries used for each origin in these populations. The CDFs are then compared. In most cases the data are similar between populations. However, data that could be used to distinguish isolated false origins from good origins include the number of stations, the number of phases, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the pick error. Data that could be used to distinguish analyst-built new origins from good origins (i.e., data that could be used to distinguish events missed by automatic processing from events found by automatic processing) include the number of phases, the signal-to-noise ratio, the slowness, the pick error, and the azimuth error. Finding measures of travel time (pick error), slowness, and azimuth in this set of distinguishing data indicates that improved station calibration could have a significant effect on reducing the number of origins missed by automatic processing.

Based on the distinguishing data, an empirical method is devised to determine whether an automatically generated origin is good. The method is found to have a 100% success rate on the dataset used—the number of false alarms is reduced from approximately 50% to 0%. A similar empirical method could be developed to evaluate the incoming stream of arrivals and flag those that might come from actual events but were missed by the automatic
processing. These methods could be used to quantify how much improved station calibration could improve automatic processing. These methods might also eventually be used to reduce analyst workload by reducing the number of repeatedly made similar corrections that analysts must now perform.
2. INTRODUCTION

The Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO) was established in 1996 by resolution of the United Nations. The CTBTO has 180 Member States, including the USA, which is a Signatory Member. The mission of the CTBTO is to implement the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. To meet this mission, the CTBTO has established a global verification regime, based primarily on monitoring global seismicity, that includes 321 monitoring stations and 16 radionuclide laboratories throughout the world, preparation of on-site inspections in case of a suspected nuclear test, and provisional operation of the International Data Centre (IDC).

The IDC, established in Vienna in 1997, processes and analyzes data from the International Monitoring System (IMS) to provide Member States with basic information describing possible nuclear weapons tests. The IDC receives several gigabytes of seismic waveform data every day. These data are first automatically processed and then reviewed by specialized analysts. Analysts typically reduce the number of automatically identified events approximately by half. In 2007, IDC analysts identified and evaluated an average of 126 seismic events per day (CTBTO 2008).

The purpose of the effort reported here is to better understand the automatic processing used by the IDC, in particular what seismic data most influence acceptable and unacceptable automatic processing. The IDC is being studied because it is an important international endeavor that is generally similar to other seismic monitoring systems. With the information developed here, an empirical method is derived that could substantially reduce the number of false acceptances (false alarms) generated by the automatic processing. Such a reduction in false alarms could reduce analyst workload and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the IDC. Further, a similar method could be developed to reduce the number of false rejections (missed seismic events) that are currently overlooked by the automatic processing.
3. RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED

Three analyses are described here. The first is an initial assessment of the behavior of the IDC automatic seismic-event processing. The second is an analysis of five populations within the IDC data, defined according to error type, to determine what differences in the data account for these populations—i.e., effectively perform a sensitivity study to discover the data that discriminate between populations. The third involves construction and testing of an empirical method to determine, a priori, whether an origin produced by the automatic processing belongs to the good-automatic-origin population or the falsely accepted population.

3.1. Background

The International Data Centre (IDC) is a worldwide seismic monitoring system, created to process and analyze seismic-event data reported by the International Monitoring System (IMS). Of interest is quantifying the efficiency and effectiveness of the automatic processing of seismic data used by the IDC. Also of interest are possible ways of improving the automatic processing—in particular, reducing the number of false acceptances and reducing the number of false rejections. A false acceptance (type 1 error) is an origin hypothesis produced by automatic event processing that is eventually rejected by a human analyst. A false rejection (type 2 error) is an origin that was missed by automatic event processing but subsequently identified by a human analyst. To study these issues, Sandia National Laboratories asked the IDC for a one-month dataset. In late 2002, SNL received IDC data tables representing event processing performed in the month of October 2002.

The IDC dataset consists of 14 different database table types for 4 different steps in the IDC pipeline. Included are both static tables (site, network, sitechan, affiliation, gregion, and sregion) and dynamic tables (arrival, assoc, event, netmag, origin, origerr, stamag, and stassoc). SNL also received the IDCX tables of incoming arrivals (idcx_arrival). The different pipeline steps included in the dataset are SEL1, SEL2, SEL3, and REB (CMRWEB 2001). Standard Event List 1 (SEL1) is a list of events and event parameters (origin and associated arrival information) obtained from automated processing of data from the IMS Primary seismic stations. SEL2 and SEL3 are lists of events and event parameters obtained from automated processing of data from the IMS Primary and Auxiliary seismic stations. SEL1 is generated about one hour after real time, SEL2 about 6 hours after, SEL3 about 12 hours after. SEL3 is the used by human analysts to produce the Reviewed Event Bulletin (REB). The REB is a list of events and event parameters obtained by analyst review of the automated processing results and, in some cases, by analysts manually building events from data from the IMS seismic (Primary and Auxiliary), hydroacoustic, and infrasonic stations. The REB is issued between two and five days after the data were originally acquired. The IDC pipeline is shown in Figure 1.
Events in SEL1, SEL2, SEL3, and REB must meet specific event-definition criteria. The criteria are largely those set during the GSETT-3 experiment. The main difference between the automatic lists and the REB is that events in the REB must also be located using first-arriving (P-type) phases at three IMS Primary stations. In addition to the event-definition criteria, events in the automatic lists must also pass a screening test that is based upon the results of an error-ellipse test, a probability-of-detection test, and an arrival-quality test. The threshold for the last of these tests is set slightly lower for the SEL1 than for the subsequent SEL2 and SEL3 because the later lists include Auxiliary as well as Primary stations. Thus small events that are given in SEL1 may not appear in SEL2 or SEL3 because of these higher thresholds (CMRWEB 2001).

3.2. Initial Assessment of the IDC Dataset

The IDC data tables overlap between epoch times 1033516800 and 1035759600, corresponding to the time interval between 2 October and 27 October 2002. Table 1 presents the sizes of some of the IDC data tables. In this time interval, 264,676 arrivals occur. Based on comparison of the sizes of idcx_arrival and reb_arrival, only about 8% of the arrivals are ever used. IDCX arrivals include the following phases: Lg (4%), N (27%), P (22%), Pg (2%), Pn (10%), Px (2%), Rg (1%), Sn (<1%), Sx (22%), tx (7%), T (2%), and Tx (<1%). Arrivals referenced by REB add 17 new P phases, 5 new S phases, and an LR phase. By far the most numerous phase in REB is P (64%), followed by LR (8%), tx (7%), Pn (6%), Sx (3%), N (3%), Pg (2%), T (2%), and the rest
(<2%). S-waves are under-represented in the REB, probably because the event-selection criterion of three P-phases puts a premium on detecting and using good P arrivals.

Table 1. Numbers of some tables in the IDC dataset.
(Tables are named idcx_arrival, sel1_assoc, etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>arrival tables</th>
<th>assoc tables</th>
<th>origin tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>idcx</td>
<td>264,676</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>27630</td>
<td>4396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>27600</td>
<td>3739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>27779</td>
<td>3758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reb</td>
<td>22350</td>
<td>22341</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of most interest here are the automatic processing steps, especially SEL3, which describes the culmination of the automatic processing, and the analyst-review step, REB. SEL1 associates 27,630 arrivals into 4396 origin hypotheses. By SEL3, 27,779 arrivals are associated in 3758 origin hypotheses. Upon review by analysts, 1706 of the SEL3 origin hypotheses (45%) are accepted and 2052 (55%) are rejected. The accepted origin hypotheses are here called good automatic origins; the rejected origin hypotheses are called false origins. Analysts build another 240 origins that were missed by the automatic processing. These origins are here called analyst-built origins. Thus, of the 1946 origins listed in the REB, 1706 (88%) are good automatic origins and 240 (12%) are analyst-built origins.

In terms of average behavior, a new arrival is added to IDCX about every 8 seconds. A SEL3 origin hypothesis is generated about every 10 minutes. A REB origin is generated about every 19 minutes, i.e., events average 3 per hour or 75 per day. Note that a P-wave can take 30 minutes to traverse the interior of the Earth, and therefore many signals from different events can be expected to cross.

Figure 2 presents a map showing the locations of origins in SEL3 and REB. The origins are color-coded such that green circles indicate good automatic origins, blue crosses indicate false origins, and red diamonds indicate analyst-built origins. The origins tend to follow the plate boundaries of the Earth as expected. The analyst-built origins occur mostly in areas where there are many good automatic origins. The false origins are more randomly located.
Figure 2. Origin locations from SEL3 and REB.
Green indicates good automatic origins, blue indicates false origins, and red indicates analyst-built origins. The colors overlap with red on top, then green, then blue.

Figure 3 shows the locations of the 48 stations referenced in SEL3 and REB. 27 stations belong to the IMS Primary network; the additional 21 stations belong to the Auxiliary network. (The 11 hydroacoustic stations in the IMS Primary network are not shown.) The Primary stations are spread relatively uniformly across the globe. The Auxiliary stations are mostly in North America, Northern Europe, and Japan. Clusters of false origins shown in Figure 2 occur in North America, Northern Europe, Central Asia, and Eastern Asia, near the location of major seismic arrays shown in Figure 3. The stations, even those in the IMS Primary network, do not see equal usage. IDCX arrivals are divided between both arrays and 3-component stations; however, arrays tend to be referenced more often in the REB. Sixteen stations account for more than half of the IDCX arrivals: ASAR, CMAR, FINES, ILAR, INK, JNU, JOW, KMBO, MJAR, MKAR, NOA, NVAR, PDAR, STKA, TXAR, and WRA. Ten stations account for more than half of the arrivals referenced in REB: ASAR, CMAR, FINES, ILAR, MKAR, NOA, NVAR, PDAR, STKA, and WRA.

This initial assessment of the IDC dataset shows that the automatic processing is relatively inefficient (over half of the automatically generated origins are subsequently rejected by analysts as false) but for the most part effective (automatic processing misses 12% of good origins). Over 90% of the IMS arrivals reported to the IDC are unused. P-phase arrivals are most often used to produce good automatic origins.
3.3. Population Analysis of Bulk Data

Here origins in the IDC dataset are separated into different populations according to whether the origins are correct or erroneous. The data referenced by these populations are examined, and it is found that certain data can be used to distinguish between populations. This information is valuable because it directly indicates what improvements to the IDC should reduce errors, and thus improve performance.

Above, the IDC dataset is divided into three, ad hoc populations: good automatic origins, false origins, and analyst-built origins. Here populations are defined more rigorously using their database relationships. The false-origin and analyst-built-origin populations are further subdivided according to whether they interfere with each other or not.

**Good-automatic origins.** These 1706 origins are built by the automatic processing and survive analyst review. The population is defined as origins in sel3_origin tables that point to the same evid (event identifier) as origins in reb_origin tables.

**False origins.** These 2052 origins in SEL3 are incorrectly reported by the automatic processing. They are defined as origins in sel3_origin tables that point to an evid that is not pointed to by any origins in the reb_origin tables. False origins can be divided into two subsets: isolated false origins are 1768 false origins referencing none of the arrivals that are referenced by reb_origin tables, and confounded false origins are 284 false origins referencing arrivals that are subsequently referenced by analyst-built origins.
**Analyst-built origins.** These 240 origins in REB are missed by the automatic processing and built by analysts. They are defined as origins from reb_origin tables that reference an evid that is not referenced by any origins in the sel3_origin tables. Analyst-built origins can be divided into two subsets: *new analyst-built origins* are 169 origins referencing none of the arrivals that are referenced by false origins, and *analyst-rebuilt origins* are 71 origins referencing arrivals that have been referenced by false origins. Note that analyst-rebuilt origins and confounded false origins are related. Examination of the time sequence of origins suggests that confounded false origins are created when two actual origins occur close together in time; the automatic processing occasionally mixes the signals, misses one of them, and creates a false origin instead.

The populations can be compared by assuming that the origin data are independent and calculating cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for each datum type and each population type. For example, CDFs can be calculated for the signal-to-noise ratio (snr) for each population. To calculate the CDFs for snr, a list of orids (unique origin identifiers) is selected from one of the populations, and then snr data are selected for each orid. The mean, median, standard deviation, and sum of the snr data are calculated for each orid. Now consider only the set of mean-snr-per-orid data (the other sets are treated similarly). The mean-snr set is sorted and the cumulative probability for each value is calculated as $i/N$, where $i$ is the position in the sorted list and $N$ is the length of the list. The CDFs for the different populations are then plotted together and compared. If the probabilities are substantially different between any of the populations, the data can distinguish between the populations. This process is repeated for the sets of medians, standard deviations, and sums. Then it is repeated for all the data. In this manner, depth, nass, ndef, grn, srn, depdp, mb, ms, ml, and time from the origin tables are compared for the different populations; belief, delta, seaz, esaz, timers, azres, stores, emares, wgt, and the number of stations from the assoc tables are compared; deltim, azimuth, delaz, slow, delslo, ema, rest, amp, per, logat, and snr from the arrival tables are compared.

Most data are found to be similar between populations. For example, isolated false origins tend to have slightly smaller body magnitude (mb) than the other populations, but the distributions overlap so much that one cannot say with any certainty that any given magnitude belongs to a particular population. Some data, however, are found to be distinguishing. Based on this analysis, data that might be used to distinguish between isolated false origins and good automatic origins are the number of observing stations, the number of associating phases (nass), signal-to-noise-ratio (snr), and pick error (deltim). (The number of observing stations and snr can also be used to distinguish between all false origins and good automatic origins, a fact that is used in the final analysis below.) Data that might be used to distinguish between new analyst-built origins and good automatic origins are the number of phases (nass), signal-to-noise-ratio (snr), pick error (deltim), slowness (slow), and azimuth error (delaz).

As an example of distinguishing data, Figure 4 presents plots of the CDFs for the mean and median snr per orid for new analyst-built origins, isolated false origins, and good automatic origins. These plots demonstrate how the populations differ in terms of their signal-to-noise ratio. They also demonstrate how different methods of examining the signal-to-noise ratio for each orid—i.e., mean and median—give different results. Mean snr per orid can be used to distinguish between the isolated-false-origin population and the good-automatic-origin population, while median snr per orid distinguishes between the new-analyst-built-origin
population and the good-automatic-origin population. Another interesting feature of these plots is that new analyst-built origins typically have as good or better signal-to-noise ratios than good-automatic origins; thus, automatic processing is missing them for some other reason than signal-to-noise ratio.

This population analysis indicates that certain data can characterize origins in the IDC dataset according to whether they are good automatic origins, false origins (isolated or confounded), or analyst-built origins (new or rebuilt). The data that distinguish a population tell us something important about that population. Number of stations, nass, snr, and deltim can distinguish isolated false origins. Increasing the number of stations or associating phases, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, or decreasing the pick error should reduce the number of isolated false origins. Indeed, increasing the number of stations from SEL1 to SEL3 by inclusion of the IMS Auxiliary network does reduce the number of isolated false origins by over 300 and the accompanying increase in the number of phases reduces the number of analyst-built origins by over 340. Improving station calibration, per se, might not necessarily reduce the number of isolated false origins, unless it acts to increase the number of stations that see a given event. nass, snr, deltim, slow, and delaz can distinguish new analyst-built origins. Several of these data would be improved by station calibration, and thus improved station calibration should increase the number of good automatic origins and reduce the number of new analyst-built origins.
3.4. Empirical Method for Prediction of False Alarms

The fact that certain data can distinguish different populations within the IDC dataset suggests the possibility of quantifying the correctness of an origin produced by automatic processing. Here an empirical method is developed and shown to be able to predict whether an automatically processed origin is good or a false alarm.

The number of observing stations and the mean signal-to-noise ratio are noted above to be able to distinguish between the good-automatic-origin population and the false-origin population (the union of the isolated and confounded false-origin populations). An algorithm to determine whether a given origin produced by SEL3 belongs to the good-automatic-origin population is as follows.

1. Calculate CDFs for number of stations and signal-to-noise ratio for the isolated-false-origin, confounded-false-origin, and good-automatic-origin populations (as above).
2. Calculate probability density functions (PDFs) for these data and populations from their CDFs. For the number of stations, the slope of the CDF is used as the PDF. For signal-to-noise ratio, an error function is hand-fitted to a CDF, then the fitted curve is numerically differentiated. Note that it should be possible to produce an automatic method for creating these PDFs. Each PDF is confirmed by checking that its integral is approximately equal to 1.
3. The PDFs are scaled by their population sizes to make frequency distributions.
4. Then for each value, \( x \), of the number of stations or the signal-to-noise ratio, the probability that it belongs to the good-automatic-origin population (\( P_{\text{sta}} \) or \( P_{\text{snr}} \)) is the ratio of the frequency of a good automatic origin (\( F_{\text{sta}} \) or \( F_{\text{snr}} \)) at \( x \), to the sum of the frequencies of all three populations (\( F_{\text{all,sta}} \) or \( F_{\text{all,snr}} \)) at \( x \): \( P_{\text{sta}}(x) = F_{\text{sta}}(x)/F_{\text{all,sta}}(x) \) and \( P_{\text{snr}}(x) = F_{\text{snr}}(x)/F_{\text{all,snr}}(x) \). \( P_{\text{sta}} \) and \( P_{\text{snr}} \) are conditional on the probability that \( x \) is selected.
5. Once \( P_{\text{sta}} \) and \( P_{\text{snr}} \) are calculated, combine the probabilities as follows:
\[
P_{\text{good}} = 1 - (1 - P_{\text{sta}}) \times (1 - P_{\text{snr}}),
\]
where \( P_{\text{good}} \) is the probability that the event will survive analyst review. \( P_{\text{good}} = 0.75 \) is here used as the dividing line between good events and false alarms.

Figure 5 shows plots of the CDFs, PDFs, and \( P_{\text{sta}} \) curves for the number of stations; Figure 6 shows these curves for signal-to-noise ratio. (In Figure 6a, the number of points for SEL3 isolated false origins and SEL3 good automatic origins have been reduced by a factor of 20 for better visibility.)
Figure 5. CDFs (left) and PDFs plus probability of good origin (right). Plots are shown as a function of the number of observing stations.

Figure 6. CDFs (left) and PDFs plus probability of good origin (right). Plots are shown as a function of the mean signal-to-noise ratio (mean snr).
This empirical method is tested against 33 origins from SEL3 that escaped being included in the initial definition of populations. (They occurred before epoch time 1033516800.) The results of the test are presented in Table 2. For the dataset being used, the empirical method correctly predicts good origins and false alarms every time. Thus, the origins produced by the IDC automatic processing went from approximately 50% false alarms to 0% false alarms. Given that the empirical method was not tuned (e.g., the probability based on signal-to-noise ratio could have been weighted differently than the probability based on number of stations), this 100% success rate is surprising and encouraging.

Although this empirical method shows promise, it would be premature to use it immediately to improve IDC performance. The method should be redeveloped and tested with a larger dataset. In this regard, calculation of PDFs should be automated. Also, as presented here, the method does not learn and thus cannot adjust to changes in the IDC or the IMS network; these issues should also be addressed. The method does, however, demonstrate that certain characteristics of the IMS data could be exploited to improve both the efficiency and effectiveness of the IDC.
Table 2. Test of the empirical method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orid</th>
<th>Actual Event</th>
<th>#Stations ($P_{sta}$)</th>
<th>Signal-to-Noise Ratio ($P_{snr}$)</th>
<th>$P_{good}$</th>
<th>Prediction $P_{good} &gt; 0.75$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1321700</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>3.2 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321729</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9 (0.94)</td>
<td>8.0 (0.52)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321580</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 (0.89)</td>
<td>7.4 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321767</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (0.69)</td>
<td>7.4 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321612</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>31.3 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321632</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9 (0.94)</td>
<td>37.8 (0.77)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321757</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (0.92)</td>
<td>5.5 (0.37)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321665</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>5.2 (0.29)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321835</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (0.39)</td>
<td>5.9 (0.42)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321694</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 (0.91)</td>
<td>21.1 (0.67)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321849</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>2.1 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321876</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (0.39)</td>
<td>23.6 (0.69)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321707</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>6.6 (0.47)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321850</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321880</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13 (0.96)</td>
<td>11.3 (0.57)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322210</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (0.92)</td>
<td>8.0 (0.52)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321915</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (0.69)</td>
<td>6.9 (0.49)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321918</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (0.39)</td>
<td>5.8 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321745</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.37)</td>
<td>13.1 (0.59)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321938</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (0.92)</td>
<td>5.6 (0.38)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321801</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11 (0.96)</td>
<td>42.2 (0.79)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321807</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (0.92)</td>
<td>6.7 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321818</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (0.39)</td>
<td>10.0 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321821</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>8.4 (0.53)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321843</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>13.9 (0.60)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321993</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (0.39)</td>
<td>10.1 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322037</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (0.92)</td>
<td>12.1 (0.58)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321895</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321912</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321911</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (0.39)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321914</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 (0.85)</td>
<td>18.9 (0.65)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321946</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.37)</td>
<td>10.0 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321966</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (0.37)</td>
<td>9.9 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several caveats apply to this effort. The data are limited to 26 days and might not be representative. The data are dependent on the configuration of the IDC and the IMS network and might not apply to other systems. Not all issues associated with automatic processing are considered. For instance, the IMS network is heterogeneous and individual station characteristics are not considered. Phase misidentification could also play an important role in erroneous behavior and it is not considered.

With acknowledgement of the caveats, the preliminary analysis of the IDC dataset presented here supports the following conclusions: (1) IDC automatic event processing is relatively inefficient in that approximately 55% of its results are false origins. (Although many of these origins might be categorized as false only because they do not meet the selection criteria required for the REB.) IDC automatic event processing is for the most part effective, in that it catches 88% of actual origins. (2) Performance of the IDC automatic event processing depends most on the number of stations observing an event and the signal-to-noise ratio of arrivals from an event. (3) Improved station calibration should help reduce the number of origins missed by automatic processing and could help reduce false origins. (4) Empirical methods that exploit data characteristics show promise in increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the IDC. In particular, an empirical method is presented that shows promise in reducing the number of false alarms generated by automatic event processing. Potential value added by using this method includes the following: analysts can have another way to prioritize events for examination; the system can be tuned to greater sensitivity without overwhelming the analysts; and if the system is kept at the same sensitivity, analyst intervention could be reduced, and thus costs could be reduced.

Another opportunity suggested here is that this empirical method could be extended to find events missed by automatic processing. Analysts at the IDC are required to build more than 10% of all events—meaning that automatic processing missed those events. Many events are missed because they occur almost at the same time as other events. As timing a weapon test with an earthquake is one possible way of hiding it, these events are important to identify. As discussed above, the number of phases, snr, deltim, slow, and delaz can distinguish between the good-automatic-origin population and the analyst-built-origin population. Using a similar empirical method with these new data, unused arrivals could be scanned to see if a collection of them within a reasonable time interval might show indications of belonging to the analyst-built-origin population. These arrivals could be flagged and a probability of correctness could be presented to the analyst. Further, more than 90% of arrivals are never associated with an event. Such a method might be able to find events that were even missed by analysts.
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